Intervertebral Disc Prolapse: Comparison between Two Manual Techniques
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Abstract

Background: Low Back pain is one of the most common medical problems and lumbar disc prolapse is estimated to account for approximately 37% of cases of low back pain.

Purpose: To compare McKenzie repeated extension and Cyriax concept in intervertebral disc prolapse.

Method: 30 subjects with acute or subacute low back pain were recruited and randomly divided into two groups. Group I received McKenzie listing correction followed by repeated extension exercises and Extension Mobilization. Group II received Cyriax listing correction followed by Traction. Total duration of treatment was 2 weeks i.e., 5 days/week.

Results: Both the groups showed reduction in pain and improvement in ROM over time but there was no significant difference between the 2 groups.

Conclusion: The study suggests that both McKenzie and Cyriax approaches are effective without significant difference between them in managing low back pain, function and range of motion of lumbar spine in patients with Prolapsed Intervertebral Disc.
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Introduction

Low Back pain is one of the most common medical problems that cause a significant amount of disability and incapability. Being the most common structure to be affected, the intervertebral disc is prevalent source of low back pain. The main feature of back pain is pain in the lumbar region, often accompanied by restriction in range of motion and functional limitations.

Lumbar disc prolapse is estimated to account for approximately 37% of cases of low back pain. Back pain and its related disability cause an important socioeconomic burden to society [1]. It is a significant cause of time off work [2].

Over the last decades there has been increasing evidence of links between manual therapy and its effect on acute low back pain due to prolapsed intervertebral disc.

McKenzie developed a system of assessment and treatment for back pain based on symptom response to spinal loading [3]. According to McKenzie, the structures will be a source of constant pain until the stress is removed either by reduction of the derangement or by an adaptive lengthening. A main parameter of evaluation is observing for centralization or peripheralization of the symptoms where centralization has shown to be a strong predictor for positive outcome of conservative care [3]. Within session changes are presumed to occur and several studies also have confirmed that immediate changes do occur following manual therapy of the lumbar spine.

James Cyriax popularized lumbar traction during the 1950s and 1960s as a treatment for disc protrusions. Cyriax described three beneficial effects of traction

1. Distraction to increase the intervertebral space.
2. Tensing of the posterior longitudinal ligament to exert centripetal force at the back of the joint.
3. Suction to draw the protrusion toward the center of the joint [4].

Interesting effects of using traction in reducing the herniated nuclear material and low back pain have been reported in literatures.

However, while numerous studies have looked at the effects of McKenzie extension and Cyriax concept on symptom relief, to date no work has specifically compared both of the treatments. This provided the focus for the present work.

Methodology

Design

Experimental Pre test – Post test comparative analysis design.

Sample

30 subjects (19 males and 11 females), (age range 18-50 years) with acute or subacute low back pain were recruited.
Inclusion criteria

Patient diagnosed as low back pain due to prolapsed intervertebral disc in the Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI), presence of dermatomal pain distribution radiating below knee or leg characterized by unilateral radiculopathy and obliterated lumbar lordosis, acute or subacute, i.e. low back pain less than 12 weeks of duration or recurrent episodes of pain, positive straight leg raise, patient's symptoms centralizing with repeated extension movements.

Exclusion criteria

Contraindications to manual therapy.

Sampling

Random.

Outcome Measures

Pain by VAS: Horizontal visual analog scale (VAS) was used. It is shown to be valid and sensitive [5,6] and has a reasonable degree of reproducibility [7].

Functional outcome measure by Oswestry disability index: It is composed of 10 sections (containing 10 functional activities). Each section has got 6 options, with scoring from 0-5. Patient had to mark in only one box that applies to them.

This test has been shown to be reliable, valid and responsive functional outcome measure for evaluation of patients with low back pain with associated problems [8].

Range of motion: Modified schober test: With the subject in relaxed standing, mark was made at the level of the bisector of the line running between the left and the right posterior superior iliac spines and another mark was made on the spine 15 cm directly above the first and distance between both the marks were measured.

The difference between the measurements in erect and flexion positions indicates the outcome of the lumbar flexion whereas the difference between the measurements in erect and extension positions indicates the outcome of the lumbar extension.

Procedure

After approval from ethical committee, the subjects fulfilling the inclusion and exclusion criteria were recruited and assigned randomly into 2 groups. All participants underwent an initial baseline assessment of lumbar range of motion, Visual analogue scale and Oswestry Disability Index.

The intervention period was of 2 weeks, for 5 days/week. At the completion of 2 weeks all participants received a follow-up assessment.

Group I received McKenzie listing correction followed by Extension exercises and Extension Mobilization.

McKenzie listing correction - Apply 10 - 15 rhythmical side gliding pressures.

Lying prone in extension - Maintain the position for 5 - 10 minutes.

Extension in lying - Repeat the exercise 10 times.

Extension mobilization - Rhythmically repeat to same segment 10 times.

Group II subjects received Cyriax listing correction followed by traction.

Cyriax listing correction - Re-apply 8 -10 times.

Traction was applied in prone or supine according to degree of pain or limitation of lumbar movements. Continuous traction with 40%-50% of body weight is applied for 10 minutes.

Data analysis

The data was analyzed by using 2×2 ANOVA, where there was one between factor with two levels (Group – McKenzie and Cyriax) and one within factor (Time - pre and post). Pair wise post HOC comparisons were done using Tukey's HSD using a 0.05 level of significance.

Results

There was a main effect for the time but the main effect for the group did not achieve significant level. This main effect did not attain significance for the group × time interaction for all outcomes (Table 1 and Figures 1a-1d).

Discussion

Pain (VAS)

In the present study both the groups showed reduction in pain over time but after completion of treatment there was no significant difference between the 2 groups. The mechanical stimulation of the posterior annulus of the lumbar intervertebral disc can reproduce the symptoms of the patients with severe back pain.
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Figure 1: (a-d) Illustrates that there was reduction in pain, improvement in range of motion and reduction in Oswestry disability index from pre to post test but there was no significant difference between the two groups.
At least the outer third of the annulus fibrosus is innervated and there are evidences that in painful and degenerated discs, the innervation is more extensive. Internally displaced disc tissue, perhaps a precursor to full herniation, may press directly on the painful outer annulus and thereby give rise to back pain [9].

Robertson et al. described that the pain worsening with movements may be related to an increase in mechanical noxious stimuli on the posterior annulus and the nerve root, resulting from both annular tension and posterior migration of nuclear contents resulting from antero-posterior pressure gradient set up across the disc by anterior loading that occurs with lumbar flexion [10].

Significant improvement in back pain were found in present study in McKenzie group that reduced by 62.8%. The reduction in VAS seen in this group may be explained by its neurophysiological and mechanical effects.

Reduction in pain may be attributed to the fact that, repeated movements of spinal column, caused ‘Centralization’, where radiating symptom generating annulus or nerve root is innervated and thereby silencing nociceptive stimuli and centralization of pain [11].

The reduction in pain seen in the Cyriax group may be possibly be attributed to the fact that traction following correction of lateral shift reduces pain by relieving pressure on the dorsal root ganglion or mechanically stimulating large diameter nerve fibres, thereby silencing ectopic discharges. Improved nerve conduction could result from improved blood flow or alleviation of mechanical compression resulting from herniation [15]. Theories on the physiologic effects of traction suggest that stimulation of proprioceptive receptors in vertebral ligaments and mono-segmental muscles may alter or inhibit abnormal neural input from those structures [16].

Traction is beneficial for relieving pain by its mechanism that it helps in extending and mobilizing the soft tissue of the back, decompressing the intervertebral discs and releasing pressure on trapped nerve, releasing muscle spasm by distraction and reduces hydrostatic pressure in the discs [17].

**Range of motion (ROM)**

There was significant improvement in Range of motion of lumbar spine in both the groups at the end of the study. However, there was no significant difference between the two groups.

Sustained and repeated flexion of lumbar spine stresses the nucleus posteriorly. This coincides with a rising of intradiscal pressure and increased tangential stress on posterolateral disc wall, as it is the weakest part of annular wall, having least radius, is thinner and least firmly attached to bone [18].

Obstruction to extension range of motion of lumbar spine may be caused by excessive postero-lateral displacement or accumulation of fluid nucleus, thus the displacement locks the patient in the position of LIST [19] and narrowing of spinal canal [20]. Thus with extension movement patient experiences more pain as there is more compression of the nerve within the spinal canal resulting in limitation of range of motion.

Laslett hypothesized that a contralateral shift is caused by space occupying disc herniation pushing the trunk away from the painful side, forcing the vertebrae apart so, the posterior margins cannot approximate [19,21]. Any attempt of extension movement results in pain and thus limitation of extension of lumbar spine.

Loss of flexion range of motion in prolapsed intervertebral disc of lumbar spine manifests as limited end range or deviation from normal pathway of flexion. This loss may be due to altered position of the nucleus i.e. postero-laterally and deviation may occur to avoid sciatic nerve root irritation [19].

Also, the presence of an entrapped or adherent sciatic nerve root is unable to lengthen adequately and doesn't allow flexion to occur in sagittal plane [22,23].
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Mechanism by which McKenzie group improved in extension range of motion may be attributed to the fact that, correction of lateral shift by applying side gliding pressure opens the intervertebral space laterally which is then followed with extension movement of lumbar spine. This produces reduction of the disc disturbances, making impression that the pain moved from unilateral to central position and there is significant reduction in intensity of pain and centralization [21]. As the coronal plane movement is followed by sagittal movement i.e., extension, there is gain in lumbar extension ROM [24].

Hypothetically, pain from an Adherent nerve root is caused by mechanical deformation of structurally impaired soft tissues and experiments have shown the adherences between disc and nerve roots can occur after disc prolapse or injury [25,26].

These adhesions and contractions of connective tissue in and around the nerve cause symptoms, until remodeling of the affected structures has occurred [19]. Remodelling is achieved through repeatedly stressing the tissue [27,28]. In the study, with repeated extension, posterior annulus is under compression loading and reduced tangential stress and with the hydrostatic mechanism intact, the nucleus moves anteriorly [29]. This may be one of the reason that account for changes in mobility of lumbar spine with improvement in extension range by 66% and flexion range by 54%.

Improvement in flexion range of motion of lumbar spine by may be attributed to the fact that listing correction and repeated lumbar extension may reduce nuclear migration back in an annular tear or may realign a facet joint in such a way as to reduce painful stimuli. As centralization is achieved, low back pain become focused near the centre of the spine and slowly decrease which in turn increases the flexibility of the low back [30].

In Cyriax group, the patient was positioned prone or supine, with the traction belts exerting a pull to anterior or posterior aspect of the joint. Cyriax recommended the criteria of patient comfort, pattern of pain and limitation of trunk movement [4].

The tension upon posterior and anterior longitudinal ligaments created by traction causes a pressure drop and ligamentous centripetal force “sucks back” the herniated nuclear material [31]. Herniated disc repositioning or the vertebral bodies realignment caused restoration of more normal lumbar flexion and extension range of motion [32].

Traction given in supine produced a flexion moment as well as axial distraction of lumbar spine. The movement produced lead to reduction in anterior disc height and increase in posterior disc height [33]. There may be an increase in tension of posterior annular fibres and posterior longitudinal ligament which prevented excessive posterior movements of disc materials [34], as well as, the axial distraction of spine tend to reduce pressure, thus generated a significant flexion moment [35].

**Function (ODI)**

There was significant reduction in Oswestry Disability Index in both the groups at the end of the study. However, there was no significant difference between the two groups.

Normal pain free range of motion is essential for normal function. This holds true for any joint in the body and accordingly for the Lumbar spine. The components of Oswestry Disability Index viz. pain intensity, personal care, lifting, walking, sitting, standing, sleeping, social life, travelling and employment, are directly related to patients pain. The reduction in Oswestry Disability Index scores seen in both the groups may be due to reduction of pain and improvement in range of motion.

The patients with lumbar disc herniation have impaired mobility and lowered muscle strength [36] and this inadequate strength and endurance affects the function. The lumbar extensor muscles have a large potential for strength improvement when isolated through pelvic stabilization in McKenzie group [37].

Whereas in Cyriax group, it may be attributed to its biomechanical effect that the greatest increase in hydration of unloaded discs takes place within the first hour of load removal [37]. The trunk flexibility pointed towards fluid exchange resulting in improved function [38].

**Conclusion**

The results of the study suggests that both McKenzie and Cyriax approach are effective without significant difference between them in managing low back pain, function and range of motion of lumbar spine in patients with Prolapsed Intervertebral Disc.

**Limitations**

The limitations of the following study identified were short duration of the study, small sample size, no follow-up and no control group.
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